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ABSTRACT Spring Loaded Pantographs (SLPs) are frequently used in designing lightweight limbs for
multi-legged robots. Quadruped robots that incorporate cable-pulled SLP legs have proven to be agile, robust
and capable of conserving energy during their gait cycle. In such designs, the extension of the distal segments
via the knee joint is dependent upon the length of the cable. In this paper we propose the use of an Elastically
Loaded Scissors Mechanism (ELS Mechanism or ELSM), which is a variant of the SLP. Driven by ’pulling’
onto the proximal joint of the scissors as opposed to the distal joint, this proposed leg utilizes the increased
mechanical advantage of the scissors mechanism to ’amplify’ input angles to larger output displacement by
the knee joint. Analysis and Simulations reveal that the proposed mechanism achieves increased motion speed
as compared to the SLP mechanism. This, however, comes at the cost of higher load on the actuator which
serves as an engineering trade-off. This is validated by experimentation using motion capture and load motor
techniques of the SLP and ELS configurations in a physical quadruped robot.
INDEX TERMS Robot Locomotion, Spring Loaded Pantograph, Elastically Loaded Scissors Mechanism,
Leg Mechanism, Robot Design, Compliant Mechanisms

I. INTRODUCTION

Legged locomotion is widely considered a prime candidate
for handling uneven terrains since it requires comparatively
sparse interaction with ground than its wheeled or tracked
locomotion alternatives. Biological inspiration plays a vital
role in our understanding of legged locomotion, e.g. [1], [2].
This gives rise to mathematical models of locomotion such
as the Spring Mass System [3], the Linear Inverted Pendulum
(LIPM)[4], The 3 Linear Pendulums (3LP) [5], Rimless
Wheel (RW) [6] and many more [7]. Recently, several robots
have been built on the basis of the above mentioned models
of locomotion. From [8] who demonstrated the application
of the Spring Mass model in the design of a family of
dynamically stable robots ranging from single legged
hoppers to quadruped robots, to the design of SCOUT II [9],
BigDog [10], StarlETH [11] and ATRIAS [12], ATLAS and
PETMAN [13] and other such dynamically stable robots.

These models govern the planning and control of most
modern walking robots. The main aim is to either simplify or

(ii)

(i)

(vii)
(iii)

(iv)

(viii)

(vi)

(v)

(ix)
(a)

(b)

FIGURE 1. The Spring Loaded Pantograph (a) and Elastically Loaded
Scissors (b) configurations considered. (i) and (ii) are pulleys, (iii) and
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(iv) represent the cable threads, (v), (vi) and (vii) represent elastic
elements, (viii) represents the proximal joint and ( ix ) represents the
distal joint.

optimize the control strategy [14], [15], [16] or to robustly
utilize the dynamics in a more convenient manner [17], [18]
among other criterion [19].
Energy efficiency is an important hallmark of walking
organisms in nature and can be realized in the design of
compliant legs for walking robots [20]. Interestingly such
robots can be designed to utilize their natural dynamics that
differ from the traditional method of robot control [21] and
[22]. It has been demonstrated in the past that these
approaches result in robust locomotion even when there is
limited, indirect or no terrain information [23] and [24].
Based on the idea of implicit or no ground force sensing, a
certain level of robustness and stability in walking robots can
still be achieved through Central Pattern Generators (CPGs)
[25]. Inspired from the behavior exhibited by the motor
neuron activations in humans and animals [26], CPGs cause
motion in several different types of living organisms [27].
Recently, several robots have been developed that depend on
central pattern generators for stable locomotion [28] and
[29].
The extent to which different control strategies can be
implemented depends on the nature of the leg itself. In
particular, the leg mechanism and the actuation technique
play a vital role in this regard [30]. A biologically inspired
method of leg actuation is by the usage of a mechanism
called Spring Loaded Pantographs (SLPs). The intuition
behind the usage of pantographs is bio-inspired as studies
have indicated that mammals mostly tend to keep the
proximal and distal segments parallel during the gait cycle
[31]. Sprowitz et. al. demonstrated the application of
Advanced Spring Loaded Pantograph (ASLP), a variant of
the SLP, in Cheetah-Cub [32] and Oncilla Robots [41] as
they achieved dynamic trot gait. Although, it is possible to
achieve the same parallel-angle behavior by using actuated
pin knee joints, but that would add a further layer of control
complexity that can otherwise be removed by using the SLP
approach. One of the advantages of the SLP mechanism is
that it makes it possible to actuate the leg via a cable which
enables the actuators to be mounted onto the body and hence
reducing the leg mass and inertia properties. Secondly,
during stance stage, when the leg is in contact with the
ground, the cable ‘sags’, bypassing the actuator and making
the load in series with spring. This makes the actuator
decoupled from the dynamics of the legged robot and
dependent upon the energy stored in the spring.
One feature of the cable-pulled SLP mechanism is that length
of the thread required to actuate the knee joint is rolled onto
a pulley whose diameter is directly proportional to the length
of the rolled cable. This means that in order to significantly
retract the knee joint, a larger diameter pulley is required,
otherwise the reach of the leg, and hence its ability to traverse
uneven terrains and to reject disturbances from the ground is

compromised. This would further affect the weight as the
robot is scaled up for larger practical applications.

FIGURE 2. Felis - A Planar Reconfigurable Quadruped Robot.

The efficiency in terms of output motion of the SLP
mechanism can be improved by replacing the pantographic
mechanism with a scissors mechanism. Therefore, we
propose a variant of the SLP mechanism, the Elastically
Loaded Scissors Mechanism (ELSM or ELS Mechanism)
because of its high mechanical advantage, compact design
and parallel segment property as seen in Fig. 1. The role of
scissors mechanisms as transmission systems has been
previously explored in [33] and [34]. Incorporating it gives
the bio-inspired leg design certain desirable properties as
will be discussed in the following sections.
The proposed mechanism does not affect the overall power
transmission, it just varies the torque velocity ratio. Another
advantage of scissors transmission over traditional gear
transmissions is that it does not get affected by backlash.
Furthermore the proposed ELS mechanism requires less
thread to be rolled onto the actuator pulley as compared to
the SLP mechanism for the same amount of knee joint
retraction (high mechanical advantage). If servo motors are
used, as was done in the EPFL cheetah robot [32], [42], the
rotational velocity saturates at a certain threshold value.
Using the mechanical advantage of the scissors mechanism
higher output range of motion is attainable for lower input
range of motion. This enables us to ‘harvest’ higher step
down velocities of the foot as compared to the SLP design.
It should be noted that if the same behavior is to be expected
from a robotic leg with individually geared joints, a clutching
mechanism would need to be developed to ensure that the leg
operates in a parallel elastic configuration. This would mean
that once the foot contacts the ground the actuators should
decouple and the pose retention becomes dependent on the
elastic elements inside the leg. This is a comparatively
unfeasible arrangement and the clutching mechanism will
add undesirable weight to the robot. Alternatively, stiffness
control through other means can also be achieved [35], [36]
and [37].
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It should also be noted that although Scissor Mechanisms
have been utilized previously for a hydraulic legged robot

FIGURE 3. Frame assignment
and parameters

FIGURE 4. External forces
acting on the leg.

Baby-Elephant [38]. However, application of this
mechanism has been restricted to payload carrying robots
which are not meant for agile dynamic locomotion. Whereas,
the aim of this paper is to propose a lightweight ELS leg,
with proximal actuation and compliance for energy storage.
A. RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS

In this research a novel leg mechanism is introduced that is
actuated through a servo-tendon technique, reducing the leg
weight and hip torque. The leg mechanism can be retracted
by pulling onto the proximal joint of the linkage as compared
to traditional SLP mechanisms and hence results in faster
knee retraction than traditional SLP mechanisms. This
increases the stepping speed of the mechanism and is
particularly useful in cases where high stepping frequencies
cannot be attained due to actuator saturation. Simulations are
performed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the technique
and experiments are performed to verify the results and to
gauge the performance of the mechanism.
II. MECHANICAL MODELING

This section discusses the design intent and the kinematics
of the proposed ELS leg mechanism.
A. DESIGN INTENT AND ACTUATION STRATEGY

The aim of the research conducted regarding the design of
the ELS leg is basically, the design of a lightweight leg for
agile quadruped locomotion. The lightweight design was
achieved by placing the actuators driving the legs in the
torso segment of the robot. As most common leg designs
incorporate a minimum of two degrees of freedom (DOF),

the leg design had to incorporate two actuators. The
hip/shoulder joints would be directly driven whereas the
knee/elbow joints would be driven by a cable. In order to
restore the knee/elbow joint to their zero-loading
configuration, an elastic element would be used, we propose
the usage of rubber bands, as experimentation carried out on
them show acceptable deviation from linearity within the
loading range of the ELS leg.
As it had been pointed out that in small sized quadrupeds, the
major hindrance to achieve bio-inspired locomotion is the
inability of servo motors actuating the knee joint to reach
beyond their saturation velocity to achieve higher stepping
frequency, we propose the usage of scissors mechanisms
instead of pantograph mechanism. This we prove will
increase the stepping frequency due to the higher mechanical
advantage of the scissors mechanism.
We would also like to prove that, although the proposed
method demands higher torque from the knee actuators, this
does not adversely affect robot’s performance. The
discussion is as follows: The maximum work done by the
knee actuator is only during the flight stage when the servo
motor is driven to store energy in the spring and retract the
leg. Therefore, the weight of the robot will not act as load on
the knee servo. The only other concern is the effect of
dynamic effects that may cause loading on the actuators
which can be ignored on the basis of lightweight-legs
assumption in conjunction with the spring-mass model.
B. KINEMATICS

Using Denavit-Hartenberg parameters to solve the
kinematics of a parallel mechanism is a bit tricky. To solve
this problem, effective length segments resembling a three
segment leg were chosen as shown in Fig. 3, thus measuring
the kinematics in terms of simple 3-link parallel manipulator.
Where angles θ1, θ2 and θ3 represent joint-space positions.
Note that as the angles θ1 and θ2 are the only independent
variables, as θ3 = 2π−θ2 due to the scissors mechanism.

𝑥 = 𝑙2 cos(𝜃1 + 𝜃2 ) − (𝑙1 + 𝑙3 ) cos(𝜃1 )
𝑦 = (𝑙1 + 𝑙3 ) sin(𝜃1 ) − 𝑙2 sin(𝜃1 + 𝜃2 )
φ = 𝜃1

(1)
(2)
(3)

where x and y represent the cartesian-space position of the
foot frame with respect the shoulder frame, and φ is the angle
between the hip frame and the foot frame. The motion of the
foot frame with respect to the hip frame as the joint angles
are varied yields highly non-linear motion.
Solving analytically, the inverse kinematics of the leg yields
the following results:
θ1 = φ
(4)
𝑦 − (𝑙1 + 𝑙3 ) sin(𝜃1 ) 𝑥 − (𝑙1 + 𝑙3 ) cos(𝜃1 )
(5)
𝜃 = arctan [
,
]−𝜃
2

𝑙2

θ3 = 2π − θ2

𝑙2

1

(6)

For a complete derivation refer to appendix A. As it is
evident from Eq. 4 that two solutions exist for θ 1. This
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indicates the two configurations in which it is possible for
the foot to achieve the requisite Cartesian position, and thus

space equal to l1. It can be easily seen by using the kinematic
equations of SLP constrained by the same maximum leg

FIGURE 7. The Average Force-Deflection Data of O band Elastic
Rubber bands measured in N-cm. On average it is assumed to be
approx. 0.6 N-cm. Multiple rubber bands may be used to achieve
desired stiffness.

FIGURE 5. Variation of workspace in the XY-plane for various values
of θ1

extension and joint values as the ELS mechanisms that the
maximum horizontal space occupied based on similar joint
angle values, comes out to be twice as much as l1. By this
comparison, it is more feasible to use ELS mechanism for
stepping on narrow or concave terrain profiles as well as for
walking on inclined surfaces.
Another thing to notice in the inverse kinematics equation is
the great degree of non-linearity (Fig.s 5 and 6). An
advantage of this approach is the fact that as during stance θ2
is dependent upon FG the system would not yet be
uncontrollable, oscillations of the system can be still be
controlled by the θ1 and hence compensate for the losses that
make it a damped system. Thus making it suitable for the
Spring-Mass model. A detailed study of the system’s
frequency response is reserved for future work and is deemed
beyond the scope of this research.
C. ELASTIC ELEMENTS

FIGURE 6. Variation of workspace in the XY-plane for various values
of θ2

by ensuring maximum and minimum angular positions, these
equations can be employed for calculating the Cartesian
frame position of two coronal plane leg pairs.
As with all the legs with revolute joints, when the robot lifts
the leg, the joints move by reducing the vertical distance
between the hip/shoulder and the foot, however, the outer
vertices, or ’knees’, of the mechanism begin to occupy more
horizontal space. If a leg with significantly articulated knee
joints is rotated, the knee may come in contact with the
ground before the foot. While stepping in narrow or inclined
surfaces, this presents the undesired collision may grossly
affect the robot’s predicted states. Hypothetically, if the leg
is fully collapsed, the maximum horizontal space obstruction
possible by the proposed ELS mechanism is equal to the end
effector position for the case of a fully collapsed leg, that is,
at θ1 = π rad and θ2 = θ3 = 0 rad, the forward kinematics
equations above yields the obstruction to occupy a horizontal

Elastic elements are configured as shown in Fig. 4. The
difference between FA and FS determines motion of the foot
whilst the foot is in flight phase. FR is the ground reaction
force and θG is the angle of FR as seen from a frame attached
to the location of footstep placement. If the angle of attack
of the foot varies, this will affect the angle between the foot
frame and the ground frame and hence and hence effect the
effect that the ground reaction force has on collapsing the
leg.
To reduce the weight of the leg, rubber-bands were chosen,
because of their good restoring force to weight ratio. O band
(by Kyowa Limited Japan) rubber bands were chosen for this
task and the average deflection under the action of loading
due to added weights of a sample of 7 randomly chosen
rubber-bands was plotted (Fig. 7).
We propose two scenarios under which loading of the elastic
elements can occur: knee joint retraction in flight phase of
the gait cycle and leg collapsibility under the action of
loading during stance. An equation regarding the equivalent
leg stiffness under both types of loading is therefore needed.
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Disregarding the retarding forces of friction, this will still
give us an insight into the type of dynamic behavior to expect
from the legs.

are used they will act as if in a series combination (adding to
give equivalent stiffness). Thus, the effect of exempting K2
is theoretically trivial. In practice, structural effects may be
observed but that is beyond the scope of the current study.

FIGURE 9. Variation trend of FS with θ2.

FIGURE 8. Ground reaction forces

In the flight stage, the only possible way to actuate with the
knee joint other than premature environmental interaction is
via the actuating cable. Hence the system can be represented
effectively as a Parallel Elastic System with the Equivalent
stiffness given as:
𝜋 − 𝜃2
(7)
𝐾𝑦 = 𝐾𝑒 tan (
)
2
𝜋 − 𝜃2
(8)
𝐹𝑠 = 𝐾𝑦 (𝑙0 − 𝑙1 cos (
))
2
𝑙𝑓
𝑙0 = √(𝑙1 )2 − ( )
2

2

(9)

where Ky is the effective stiffness of the equivalent parallel
elastic system. lf represents free length of the elastic element,
lo represents the corresponding component of along
is the restoring force of the leg, Ke is the
equivalent spring stiffness given by

where n

is the number of elastic elements. For the Felis Robot shown
in Fig. 2 only n = 1 was found to provide sufficient leg
stiffness. It should be noted here that it as spring stiffness
acts in series about the same joint as indicated by the above
equation, a variety of K1 and K2 can be arranged such that
their equivalent stiffness is the same, having no effect on the
overall equivalent stiffen-ss. However, due to friction and
other non-linearities and performance deterioration due to
fatigue loading in the extreme cases (for instance K1=0,
K2=Ke or K2=0, K1=Ke), highly varying results were
achieved. This is due to the difficulty posed by modeling
such non-linear systems on a case-by case basis. Part of the
modularity of the proposed mechanism is that if K1 and K2

A more complicated case, however, is the loading due to
ground contact during stance stage, as it also depends on the
angle that ground reaction force FR makes with reference to
a ground frame. We make a couple of assumptions here.
Firstly, we assume that the slope of the ground about the
point of contact is zero. Secondly we assume that the
horizontal component of the ground reaction force, F R
cos(θG) is balanced by the high ground friction. That is to say
the coefficient of static friction between the ground plane and
the foot is sufficiently high so that the horizontal ground
reaction force can be represented by the friction force. These
assumptions are made to simplify the analysis and are similar
to the assumptions made by [39].
The foot of the robot is intentionally kept round so as to keep
the vertical distance from the point of impact on the flat
ground to the foot axis purely vertical in terms of the ground
frame. Foam based padding can be added to increase the
surface area for higher contact friction.
This, in conjunction with the high-friction assumption,
allows us to simply translate the vertical component of FR to
the foot frame and solve the dynamics of the last segment of
the ELS mechanism to find out the effect of loading on the
springs due to FR. The said equation is given as follows:
(10)
𝐼 𝜃̈ = 𝜏 − 𝜏 − 𝜏 − 𝜏 + 𝜏
3 3

𝑅

𝑆

𝐺

𝑁

𝐴

where: 𝝉𝑵 , the moment due to contact forces with respect
to other linkages is assumed constant at the instance of
impact, 𝝉𝑨 the actuating torque is assumed to be zero, 𝝉𝑺 is
the torque due to springs. 𝝉𝑮 is the torque due to gravity, 𝝉𝑹
is the torque due to ground reaction force. Furthermore:
𝜋
(11)

𝜏𝑅 = 𝑙3 𝐹𝑅 cos(𝜃𝐺 ) sin ( − 𝜃𝐶 )
4

𝜏𝑆 =

𝑙3
𝜋
𝐹 cos(𝜃𝑃 ) sin ( − 𝜃𝐶 )
2 𝑆
4
𝑙3
+ 𝐹𝑆 sin(𝜃𝑃 ) sin(𝜃𝐶 )
2

𝜏𝐺 =

𝑙3
𝜋
𝑔 sin ( − 𝜃𝐶 )
2
4
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where g is the gravitational acceleration and I3 is the Inertia
Tensor of the last segment, θC is the correction angle of the
leg and is given by θ1 + θp where θp is pitching angle of the
body and θG is the angle that FR makes with respect to the
ground. These forces can be seen in Fig. 8.
As it can be predicted from the above equations, the loading
on the spring due to ground FR is dependent upon an
interesting parameter, θG which is the angle of attack of the
foot on the ground. To understand this variation we take a

III. MATERIALS AND DIMENSIONS

In the design of ‘Felis’ quadruped robot we have used acrylic
(PolymethylMethacrylate) sheets that are also used in the
making of medium plexiglass applications. This material
offers a good strength-to-weight ratio having a compressive
strength of upto 131 MPa and a tensile strength of upto 75.8
MPa for a density of 1.18 g/cm3. The main advantage of
utilizing this material is due to the fact that it is very easy to
cut it using laser cutting machinery which, when compared
to milling or 3d printing, is a relatively inexpensive and fast
method.
A CAD model of the Robot and the ELS leg was developed
in SolidWorks can be seen in Fig. 11. The idea was to design
a model that could be used to simulate results as well as be
later used for manufacturing. Some salient features of the
robot are discussed in Table 1.
TABLE 1
SALIENT PROPERTIES OF THE FELIS QUADRUPED ROBOT

FIGURE 10. Variation trend of FR in kgcm/s2 Non-linear dynamics are
evident with θG for Spring force: FS = 7.5 N

very simple case of static equilibrium to find out the
dependency of FS on θG.
On the basis of the plots in Fig. 10, we hypothesize that the
trajectory generation of the foot in future pattern generation
algorithms be kept so that the ground reaction force FR acts
within a range of θG ranging from 80◦ to 100◦.
As with SLP mechanism, the ELS mechanism depicts hybrid
dynamic interactions. Any type of ground contact briefly
decouples the knee actuators and the mechanism acts like a
series mass spring system. Prior to ground touchdown, as the
leg extends, the mechanism acts like a parallel elastic
actuator. Therefore, when fully flexed, the springs store
energy and when fully extended, the springs depend on
ground reaction force for energy storage. Based on spring
stiffness, the legs can be made strong in flexed state and by
reducing the actuator’s inertia and friction they can be made
agile similar to the behavior of knee joints of traditional
legged robots. Furthermore, the role of dynamic
perturbations to achieve dynamic walking is planned to be
explored in further studies and the development of
controllers and appreciation of in depth dynamics is
currently beyond the scope of this study.

Towerpro
Nylon
MG946R
Arduino
Pulleys
Scissors
Microcontroller
Actuating
Mechanism
Oband
Flex Cable
Rubber Bands

FIGURE 11. CAD model of Felis. The ELS mechanism of the legs was
used in simulations

Property

Value

Total weight (minus batteries)
Leg weight (linkages and bearings)
Maximum leg extension
Minimum leg extension
Robot height
Robot width
Robot length
Leg material
Large pulley material

1.01 kg
130 grams
16.3 cm
6.3 cm
21.4 cm
16.7 cm
22 cm
Polymethyl-Methacrylate
Nylon rod

A. SIMULATIONS

As was discussed earlier and shown in Fig. 11, a CAD model
design of ‘Felis’ was made prior to fabrication. The choice
of SolidWorks as the CAD software is based on the fact that
the simulations of the robot could be tested in SolidMotion
[43] which is based on ADAMS based physics engine. The
following tests were carried out:
1)

WORKSPACE AND TRAJECTORIES

Prior to being mounted, it is possible for two solutions and
hence two configurations of the ELS leg as discussed earlier.
It is interesting to know that if pattern generation using
oscillators in the variables of actuator space are used, two
unique gait patterns can be achieved in both of the
mechanisms respectively. When planning in the workspace,
the trajectories may be designed as desired within the
workspaces of either of the two configurations. The
workspace in configuration 1 is shown in Fig. 12, whereas
the workspace in configuration 2 is in Fig. 13. Notice how
the second configuration seems to move the leg so as to strike
the heel first on the ground, the contribution of this property
in gait quality of a quadruped robot, however, is investigated
in follow-up research on Felis Robot and is currently beyond
the scope of this paper. Although the servo motors used have
an angular sweep of 180◦, the designed range of motion
which gives the workspaces is lesser than that as it delivers
results which are not severely affected by joint friction.
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Another important thing to notice is that all possible
workspace states are holonomic in nature and are hence
theoretically achievable by two degrees of freedom however,
this case is not true for stance stage, where the workspace
states may change depending on the ground reaction force
FR.
2)

PROXIMAL VS. DISTAL JOINT VELOCITY

The first experiment tracks the motion of the two
configurations while the second experiment compares the
current consumed by them respectively.
In general, both leg configurations offer similar motion of
the foot when it comes to the hip joint, however, the knee
joint actuation differs highly and will be the subject of the
following experimentation.

Of the results obtained from the above simulation, we would
be interested in knowing the velocity requirements for

FIGURE 14. The Graphs plotting proximal vs. distal joint’s linear
velocity

FIGURE 12. The workspace of the ELS Leg in configuration 1

1)
COMPARATIVE MOTION TRACKING
EXPERIMENT

To validate the hypothesis made on the basis of simulations,
we design and perform an experiment to measure and
compare the velocity of the foot with SLP mechanisms.
Using the Felis Robot Platform, we design the two leg
configuration models: SLP and ELS. We measure the
displacement and velocity of the foot under the action of
thread actuation, using motion capture open-source software
Tracker [40] to track and log the foot displacement. For both
cases, the same maximum and minimum angular variations
of θ2 controlled by the knee actuator were fed.

FIGURE 13. The workspace of the ELS Leg in configuration 2

actuating the distal joint vs the proximal joint. We conclude
from Fig. 14 that for the same workspace motion, the
velocity required to actuate the distal joint becomes
significantly higher than that required to move the proximal
joint. Hence incorporation of proximal actuation in
mechanisms will result in higher foot speeds and hence more
agile locomotion.

FIGURE 15. Displacement (cm) and its X and Y components. Solid
lines represent ELS whereas dotted lines represent SLP.

B. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS

The design of Felis Robot allows the ability of
reconfiguration. It is possible to achieve at least two
configurations of closed mechanisms one of which is the
proposed Elastically Loaded Scissors (ELS) configuration
while the other is the Spring Loaded Pantograph (SLP)
Configuration. Simulations have, in the previous chapters,
proven the ability of the ELS configuration with proximal
actuation to yield desirable properties of locomotion but how
does this mechanism physically rank up against the SLP?
This question is addressed by two experiments.

FIGURE 16. Velocity (cm/s) and its X and Y components. Solid lines
represent ELS whereas dotted lines represent SLP.
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𝑉𝐼 = 𝜏𝑣
𝐼 ∝ 𝜏

FIGURE 17. Acceleration (cm/s2) and its X and Y components. Solid
lines represent ELS whereas dotted lines represent SLP

(15)
(16)
where I is the current, τ is the motor torque, V is the Voltage
and v is the motor velocity. Although it is a simplification,
we can provide similar motor velocities and keep the motor
voltage as constant to find out the effect of current on torque.
Factors that drastically change the dependencies of torque on
current can mostly be resolved if the same motor is used for
testing both SLP and ELS mechanisms. In any case, this
equation can tell us about the scaling of torque with current
for both the mechanisms. Hence if we measure the current,

FIGURE 19. Current Consumption (mA) of the SLP Mechanism
FIGURE 18. Current Measurement Setup of the two Mechanisms (only
ELS Mechanism shown)

PointGrey Firefly cameras were used to record the video of
the motion. For the experiment, the legs of the Felis Robot
were reconfigured for both SLP and ELS configurations. A
visible sign was attached to the foot to track its motion from
its initial position. An open-loop controller was established
using Arduino MEGA Board which gave actuation
commands to the Knee Servo Motors. The angular sweep is
of 100◦.
Fig. 15, Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 compare the Displacement,
Velocity and Acceleration Plots of both types of mechanisms
along with their X and Y Components. The Dotted Line in
all cases represents the SLP mechanism whereas the solid
lines represent the ELS mechanism. It can be clearly seen
that the ELS mechanism has an increased displacement in
terms of cartesian coordinates as compared to an ELS
mechanism for the same knee angle displacement in the joint
space. Same can be said about the joint velocities and
accelerations. This means that it is possible to reach via
points in the trajectory of a servo motor driven leg faster
using the ELS technique in contrast to the SLP technique.
This makes the ELS mechanism more agile than the SLP
Mechanism.
2)
COMPARATIVE POWER CONSUMPTION
EXPERIMENT

In order to find out the power consumption of both of the
mechanisms, the following equation may be considered
which equates Electrical Power PE to Mechanical Power PM:
(14)
𝑃𝐸 = 𝑃𝑀

FIGURE 20. Current Consumption (mA) of the ELS Mechanism

we can get an idea of the torques required by the ELS and
the SLP mechanisms.
The experimental setup for measuring torques of the ELS
and SLP Mechanisms is shown in Fig. 18.
Current Sensor ACS712 was used in series with the power
going to the motor and Power Source to measure the current.
The ACS712 sent the Data to the Arduino MEGA board at
its analog channel which communicated serially with a
logging computer. The results of the experimentation for the
SLP mechanism are shown in Fig. 19 while those of the ELS
Mechanism are shown in Fig. 20 for consecutive oscillatory
motions.
As it can be seen in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20, the average peak
current of ELS is almost twice that of SLP. This is the tradeoff for the comparatively high speed motion of the ELS
mechanism.
3)
POWER CONSUMPTION AT DIFFERENT
FREQUENCIES

The power consumed by the mechanism during the entire
gait cycle at different frequencies can be analyzed by
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generating the power-trajectory for the extension/retraction
actuator. Only the extension and retraction phases of the gait
cycle are of interest for power analysis, because during the
stance phase the actuator is decoupled from the mechanism.
The servo motor system operates at a constant voltage of 6V
and hence the electrical power consumed by the mechanism
is proportional to current. Recall that since current is
generally proportional to the torque generated by the

unilateral loading of the tendon actuators, however the highspeed response of the ELS mechanism is very impactful and
may result in the design of even further high-speed dynamic
robots. Table 2 shows a comparative summary of the
properties of SLP, geared SLP and ELS mechanisms.

FIGURE 22. Current Trend at 0.5Hz (Solid Line), Average Current
172.6 mA (Dashed Line)

FIGURE 21. Experimental Setup for recording Instantaneous Current.
LPF order = 5 and cutoff frequency = 106 Hz

actuator, so from Eq. 16 it follows:

PE = V I
τ = Kτ I

(17)

I ∝τ

(19)

(18)

And since V and Kτ are constants in case of a servo motor,
so we have
PE ∝ I ∝ τ
(20)
Hence generating a current trajectory gives us the shape of
both power and torque trajectories. The experimental setup
utilized to record the instantaneous current flowing through
the servo motor is shown in Fig. 21.
A fifth order Butterworth filter was used with a cutoff
frequency of 106 Hz as an anti-aliasing low pass filter. The
Arduino Mega 2560 Board samples the filtered current
trajectory at 500 Hz and transmits the current values serially
to a recording PC.
Fig. 22 shows the current profile for the servo motor at 0.5
Hz of operation and Fig. 23 shows the current profile for the
servo motor at 2.27 Hz. As is expected, the power
consumption of the servo motor increases as the frequency
of operation increases.
4)

DISCUSSION

From the above experiments it is quite visible that although
the ELS mechanism consumes more current (almost twice)
than the SLP mechanism, it delivers higher displacement and
velocity in the Cartesian space (almost twice) for the same
variations in the actuator space. This is an engineering tradeoff and in the design of the legs of the quadruped robots, the
high torque requirement is not as impactful due to the

FIGURE 23. Current Trend at 2.27 Hz (Solid Line), Average Current
806.4 mA (Dashed Line)

TABLE 2
COMPARISON OF SLP, GEARED SLP AND ELS MECHANISMS
Geared SLP
ELS
Property
SLP
Overturning moment
Stepping frequency
Max. leg collision
region
Energy losses
Diameter of knee
actuator pulley
Mass distribution
modularity

Lowest
Low
Large

High
High
Large

Low
High
Small

Friction
Large

Friction/Backlash
Small

Friction
Small

No

No

Yes

Certain important conclusions can be drawn from the
stepping frequency experiment. Both the frequencies 0.5 Hz
and 2.27 Hz depict an initial surge in current when the leg is
being retracted as more power is drawn and a significant
decrease in current when the leg is being extended as
considerably less power is drawn. The torque generated by
the motor is higher during retraction and lower during
extension phases. This is expected because during the
retraction phase the motor drives the mechanism against
gravity and stores elastic potential energy in the elastic
element. The same stored elastic energy is released during
the extension motion of the mechanism assisted by gravity.
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Higher frequencies of operation can be achieved using servo
motors at the cost of increased power. The same was
observed in the experiments as well.
The experiment in section 6.3 was conducted at 0.5 Hz and
2 Hz with the full range of actuator angular sweep. If the
operation frequency is to be increased even more than the
limit of 2.5 Hz the range of angular sweep of the actuator
must be decreased. This reduced sweep may be insufficient
to lift the foot off the ground using SLP mechanisms.
The ELS Mechanism amplifies this small input sweep into a
sufficiently large output sweep enabling higher walking
frequencies. However, this comes at the cost of higher
actuator torque (increased loading). In the experiments that
were performed, these high power requirements were within
the actuators power limits. This provides a useful
engineering trade-off. The average current flowing through
the servo motor at 0.5 Hz stepping frequency is 172.6 mA
whereas the average current flowing through the servo motor
at 2.27 Hz stepping frequency is 806.4 mA.
The Scissors mechanism appears to operate in a similar
fashion to a gear transmission in that it trades off torque for
higher speeds. However, there are certain advantages of
using a scissors transmission mechanism in the proposed
scenario. First of all, as gears are generally attached closer to
the actuator, the entire Center of Mass (CoM) of the robot is
located higher from the ground than the Scissors Mechanism.
This would result in higher overturning moments in the
geared legs as compared to the ELS Leg during stance (when
the foot is planted on the ground). A higher overturning
moment affects controllability and stability of a walking
robot and is therefore less desirable.
An interesting notion derived from the above argument is
that of the emergence of reconfiguration and modularity. It
is possible to derive a hybrid transmission mechanism for leg
designs that has a gearing stage near the actuator and a
scissors transmission in its leg mechanism. This may be
helpful in controlling a leg’s mass distribution and designing
robots that need to vary their leg’s output power
characteristics, at runtime, based on terrain types.
IV. CONCLUSION

From the above discussion we conclude that the Elastically
Loaded Scissors (ELS) Mechanism offers more agile motion
due to the possibility of proximal actuation of the knee joint
as compared to an Spring Loaded Pantograph (SLP)
Mechanism. We have carried out the Kinematics and
Elasticity Incorporation Studies on this mechanism and a
discussion on workspace variations is also carried out. We
have designed a reconfigurable quadruped robot ‘Felis’ and
performed foot motion tracking and motor current
consumption experiments on the ELS and SLP
configurations. We have concluded that for the two possible
configurations in case of Felis, the ELS mechanism amplifies
the motion and the torque requirement twice as high as that
of the SLP. This however can be made to affect the robot
only while unilaterally retracting the leg in the flight phase

due to the tendon actuation method while capitalizing on the
high speed motion of the foot.
Regarding novelty of the proposed mechanism, the
overturning moment of the traditional SLP mechanism is
high during the stance phase due to the requirement of a
heavier pulley near the shoulders. Similarly, another
disadvantage of the SLP mechanism is that it saturates the
actuator at lower velocity, for which gears may be required
to increase the motor frequency which further increase the
overturning moment. Furthermore, when fully collapsed the
SLP and geared SLP legs take up more space lateral to the
direction of full leg extension axis, which may cause the leg
to collide with the ground and hence affect the workable
workspace of the leg. As a novelty, our proposed mechanism
compensates for these drawbacks.
There are many possible future trajectories for this project.
The immediately next task appears to be the design of a
stable and simple gait pattern for the locomotion of ‘Felis’
Robot. A detailed dynamic analysis for optimal control is the
subject of ongoing research. We plan to share results on
design and control optimization in the future work. We
would also like to incorporate servo actuation in the coronal
plane to assist the quadruped robot in turning. This could
help in a multitude of research topics such as motion
planning and even Human Robot Interaction. Mechanically,
scaling this mechanism up for applications in larger sized
quadruped robots along with the incorporation of a spine is
also expected to be performed in the future. Design
optimization of the parameters of the Felis robot are also
proposed.
APPENDIX: INVERSE KINEMATICS DERIVATION

Inverse Kinematics (or IK in short) involves computation of
joint variables that are required by a robot to achieve end
effector positions in the task space. These equations are
generally non-linear and complex. Additionally, multiple
possible solutions may exist to achieve a single position of
the end effector in the task-space space.
In some cases, it is impossible to find a closed form
analytical solution for finding the inverse kinematics. The
problem becomes more involved in the case of closedlinkage mechanisms such as the one proposed in this work.
As mentioned earlier in the text, utilizing the parallel nature
of linkages, the dimensionality is reduced to the point that
the proposed parallel mechanism can be solved as a
constrained 3R serial linkage. We use this assumption to
calculate the inverse kinematics of the 3R mechanism. The
reader is requested to refer to fig. 3 in the text. The forward
kinematic equations are rewritten for the 3R case here:
𝑥 = −𝑙1 cos(𝜃1 ) + 𝑙2 cos(𝜃1 + 𝜃2 ) − 𝑙3 cos(𝜃1 + 𝜃2 + 𝜃3 )
(i)
𝑥 = 𝑙1 sin(𝜃1 ) − 𝑙2 sin(𝜃1 + 𝜃2 ) + 𝑙3 sin(𝜃1 + 𝜃2 + 𝜃3 )
(ii)
(iii)
φ = 𝜃1 + 𝜃2 + 𝜃3
Where x and y are the planar coordinates of the foot and φ
is the pose of the foot. Adding the parallel linkages constraint
we can get value of 𝜃3 :
𝜃3 = 2𝜋 − 𝜃2 = −𝜃2
(iv)
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[8]

Substituting (iv) in (i),(ii) and (iii) we get the equations
(1),(2) and (3) mentioned earlier in the text. We hence get
value of θ1
(1)
𝑥 = 𝑙2 cos(𝜃1 + 𝜃2 ) − (𝑙1 + 𝑙3 ) cos(𝜃1 )
(2)
𝑦 = (𝑙1 + 𝑙3 ) sin(𝜃1 ) − 𝑙2 sin(𝜃1 + 𝜃2 )
(3)
φ = 𝜃1
Substituting (3) in (1) and (2):
𝑥 = 𝑙2 cos(φ + 𝜃2 ) − (𝑙1 + 𝑙3 ) cos(φ)
𝑦 = (𝑙1 + 𝑙3 ) sin(φ) − 𝑙2 sin(φ + 𝜃2 )

(v)
(vi)

Assume that 𝜒 = 𝑥 + (𝑙1 + 𝑙3 ) cos(φ)
and ϒ = 𝑦 −
(𝑙1 + 𝑙3 ) sin(φ). Re-writing and rearranging the equations
(v) and (vi) yields:
(vii)
𝜒 = 𝑙2 cos(φ + 𝜃2 )
(viii)
ϒ = −𝑙2 sin(φ + 𝜃2 )
By dividing equation (viii) by equation (vii) we get a single
equation as follows:
ϒ
(ix)
− = tan(φ + 𝜃2 )
𝜒
Taking arctan of both sides function on both sides we can
retain quadrant information. This yields value of θ2:
𝑦 − (𝑙1 + 𝑙3 ) sin(φ) 𝑥 − (𝑙1 + 𝑙3 ) cos(φ)
(x)
𝜃2 = arctan [
,
] −φ
𝑙2

𝑙2

Hence equations (iv), (3) and (x) give the inverse kinematics
of the robotic leg. Given that there are only 2 independent
degrees of freedom and due to the angular constraints
enforced by the mechanism itself, it is possible to achieve
unique solutions for the foot placement inside the workspace
of the robot.
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